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Why Creative Play
Matters
There’s a whole lot of important development going on
when your child engages in the world of make-believe.
Here’s what it all means and why it’s a big deal.
By Julia Savacool

Dramatic overcoat, eye patch, skull-and-crossbones
hat, leather boots. This is your child on a random
Tuesday afternoon, exploring the possibilities of
pirate-hood — a make-believe world with ships to
be captained, treasures to be found, and fairies to
befriend. It may seem simple and, to an adult, a
little silly. But what’s going on in your child’s mind
as he swashes and swaggers his way around the
living room is actually pretty complex.
Creative play, the term for taking familiar items
like dad’s white dress shirt and transforming it
into a pirate’s tunic, is an important component of
children’s development. Role-playing is part of
creative play, as is conceiving a fantasy world with
make-believe friends who go on imaginary
adventures to magical places. Research is plentiful
on the benefits: Studies suggest that kids who
engage in creative play when they are young grow
up to be better problem-solvers in their careers and
better out-of-the-box thinkers in relationships.
Ironically, today’s world provides fewer and fewer
opportunities for kids to flex their imagination muscle.
Jammed schedules full of extracurriculars leave little
time for the daydreaming required in creative play, but
its contributions to your child’s growth are too
important to overlook. Here are three big reasons why
creative play matters.
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Art Journaling
for Kids + Teens
We are art role models.
Art Journaling is an activity that parents and kids
can do at the same table, using the same art materials and found items. Each person's page will blossom individually. Kids can explore the idea of combining imagery with colors and words in an unstructured format. For younger children, create an environment that supports creativity, balancing
freedom with responsibility. Here are some things
that you as a parent or art teacher can do to facilitate independence.
I want to share with you examples of art journaling that kids can do on loose paper or in a bound
journal. My kids started art journaling simply by
playing around with the art materials that I had on
the table. And that is really what it is all about playing with art materials.
Also explore Index-Card-a-Day Challenge: Kid Version
Focus on the playing and exploration. Don't worry
about the way the finished pages look, because
the benefit is from the DOING, the EXPERIENCE
of CREATING. As you do art, you think about your
process, your materials, how they work, how they
interact. You think about your mood and your day.
If you want to work with kids to inspire them to
start a journal, or a journaling habit, let them see
you play in your own journal! It is so much fun, and
your exuberance will inspire them to try something
creative.
Continue Reading
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How Journaling Benefits Your Child
From scholastic.com

Journal writing can help your children process feelings, build writing skills, and communicate
their ideas.
Journaling encourages your child to grow while discovering open-ended writing. Instead of writing
one assignment and being done, journal writing allows your child to write daily (or more!).
Not only can it be enjoyable and reflective, journaling also has multiple benefits related to literacy and social
growth. Plus, you might just spark a fire in your budding writer!
Here are three great benefits of journaling, including tips for your child's further development.
1. Help Your Child Deal With Big Feelings
Remember that journal you had when you were a tween? The padded one with a kitten on the front that came
with a lock? It also had a special key that you hid under your mattress.
The tween years can be filled with lots of emotions and new experiences. A private journal can be a safe place
to record those new and brewing feelings. Many kids feel better when they can express their ideas and
thoughts in a safe non-judgmental place. A private journal can help your child process her feelings.
Tip: Let your child pick out her very own journal. Plan a special outing to a bookstore that carries journals. Have
your child select a journal that feels special to her. Explain that it will be a place for her to record her thoughts
and also keep them private.
2. Improve Your Child's Writing Skills
Journaling builds writing skills. Just like basketball players, painters, and guitarists, the more we practice the
better we get. Spelling, sentence structure, vocabulary, and grammar can all be enhanced through a regular
writing habit.
Writing in journals allows your child to feel in control of the content he chooses to write about and the length of
his writing pieces. This control and choice make writing more appealing to your child.
Tip: A curiosity journal is an interesting place for kids to record their observations and wonderings. The journal
can be a simple notebook or a journal with blank pages. You child can keep his journal with him when setting
out on an adventure — whether it's the backyard or a trip to a museum.
Have your child jot down things that interest him, or questions he has about his experiences. He can also fill the
journal with drawings and sketches. Encourage him to label his drawings too.
3. Enhance Your Child's Communication Skills
Journaling helps communicate ideas through writing. Sometimes kids find it easier to express themselves
through writing versus oral communication. And, developing written communication skills will be an asset as
your child moves forward.
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